Structural classification of small, disulfide-rich protein domains.
Disulfide-rich domains are small protein domains whose global folds are stabilized primarily by the formation of disulfide bonds and, to a much lesser extent, by secondary structure and hydrophobic interactions. Disulfide-rich domains perform a wide variety of roles functioning as growth factors, toxins, enzyme inhibitors, hormones, pheromones, allergens, etc. These domains are commonly found both as independent (single-domain) proteins and as domains within larger polypeptides. Here, we present a comprehensive structural classification of approximately 3000 small, disulfide-rich protein domains. We find that these domains can be arranged into 41 fold groups on the basis of structural similarity. Our fold groups, which describe broader structural relationships than existing groupings of these domains, bring together representatives with previously unacknowledged similarities; 18 of the 41 fold groups include domains from several SCOP folds. Within the fold groups, the domains are assembled into families of homologs. We define 98 families of disulfide-rich domains, some of which include newly detected homologs, particularly among knottin-like domains. On the basis of this classification, we have examined cases of convergent and divergent evolution of functions performed by disulfide-rich proteins. Disulfide bonding patterns in these domains are also evaluated. Reducible disulfide bonding patterns are much less frequent, while symmetric disulfide bonding patterns are more common than expected from random considerations. Examples of variations in disulfide bonding patterns found within families and fold groups are discussed.